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Abstract
Case writing and case discussions present an interesting informing challenge. While participants often report being informed by both the writing and discussion processes, they similarly find themselves hard-pressed to identify precisely what they learned. This panel will begin with some examples of case studies to facilitate many alternative informing pathways, including 1) student → student, 2) instructor → student, 3) student → instructor, 4) instructor → instructor, 5) practice → practice, 6) instructor → practice, 7) practice → instructor, 8) practice → student and 9) student → practice. We will then discuss some Informing Science initiatives to broaden our understanding of case studies, including the launch of JITE: Discussion Cases and a special issue of Informing Science: The International Journal of an Emerging Transdiscipline on informing with case studies. The panel will then engage the audience in a search for ideas about how we might further encourage faculty and administrative interest in the use of case studies for instruction and research.
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